
Join us for this fun and fulfilling experience as we “travel” around Colombia and 

Mexico to discover all the magic behind the scenes from the movies “Encanto” and 

“Coco”! Each day, we will have many activities for you to choose from: animals, arts 

& crafts, regional recipes, instruments, music, culture and more!

Animals: We will have special visitors coming to camp! You can touch them, hold 

them and take pictures with them!

 Arts & Crafts: We will tie-dye or color our camp t-shirts with all sorts of techniques 

and designs. During our Mexico week, a makeup artist will come to transform you 

into one of the characters from Coco!  We will make “alebrijes” or magical animals 

using clay. Both camps will feature a drawing class.

Cooking: If you want to learn how to make delicious “arepas”, “arroz con pollo” and 

salsa, guacamole, and the best burritos, come hungry!

Music & Instruments: We will have many of our musician friends come to camp to 

teach you some of the songs from the movies.

Games: We’ll compete at a camp challenge throughout the week, winning points for 

special prizes.

Each camp option is unique and has different activities. 
Join us for one or both weeks to have all the fun!

Ages 5-11 • $175 per camper, 20% off additional sibling. 
Register for BOTH camps and save an additional 10%!
Daily snacks and a camp t-shirt included. Lunch will be provided on the last day  

of camp! 9:00 am - 12:00 pm, Monday - Friday (Friday dismissal only is at 1:00 pm)  

CAMP 1 Encanto - Colombia: June 26 - 30 
CAMP 2 Coco - Mexico: July 31 - August 4 

Heritage Center, Anderson Township 
890 Eight Mile Road, Cincinnati, OH 45255

The material contained in this communication, and the activities  
and organizations which it describes, are not endorsed or promoted  
by Forest Hills School District.

Spanish 
Summer Camps! 

”�World�of�Spanish�Hispanic�
culture�camps�are�outstanding�
and�provide�context�-�through�
food,�holidays�and�music�from�
various�regions.”

Cincinnati Magazine

  To register, visit: worldofspanishllc.com/summer-camps  513-739-9516


